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Abstract Objectives: Pharmacokinetic studies were performed on the ®rst 28 patients enrolled in a phase I trial
to determine the ability of EF5 [2-(2-nitro-1-H-imidazol1-yl)-N-(2,2,3,3,3-penta¯uoropropyl) acetamide] to detect hypoxia in human tumors in the absence of patient
toxicity. Methods: EF5 was made in puri®ed form and
formulated for intravenous injection by the National
Cancer Institute. After obtaining consent from the patients, EF5 was administered and blood samples were
drawn at various times over approximately 48 h. For
most patients it was possible to collect total urine at
approximately 8-h intervals. EF5 in plasma and urine
was analyzed by high-performance liquid chromatography. Results: EF5's plasma concentration followed a
simple exponential decay following infusion. The plasma
half-life was 11.72.6 h (SD) and was not aected by
drug dose (9 to 28 mg/kg), fractional urine recovery,
patient weight or gender. Absolute plasma values suggested even biodistribution of the drug throughout the
soft tissue with a volume of distribution equal to 0.56 l/
kg. Despite the relatively high lipid partition coecient
(logP=0.6), EF5 was excreted primarily (up to 70%) via
kidney clearance. No drug metabolites (e.g. retaining the
2-nitroimidazole chromophore) were detected in either
plasma or urine. No toxicity was found at drug doses
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adequate to detect tumor hypoxia. Conclusions: Currently held paradigms of 2-nitroimidazole metabolism
(e.g. clearance rate and toxicity as aected by octanol/
water partition coecient) are discussed. The results
reported herein suggest that EF5 is biologically stable with predictable pharmacokinetics. EF5's consistent
half-life and clearance properties will allow quantitative
analysis of EF5 binding relative to tissue oxygen levels.
Keywords Predictive assays á Hypoxia detection á
Radiation sensitizers á Plasma half-life á
Renal clearance

Introduction
2-Nitroimidazoles have been under continuous development for more than 25 years, ®rst as hypoxic cell radiosensitizing agents, then as hypoxic cell cytotoxins and
more recently as hypoxic cell markers (see references 1,
2, and 5 for reviews). The initial demonstration of the
third property, hypoxic cell marking, was by Varghese
and Whitmore [53] but the main thrust of development
came from Chapman and colleagues in the early 1980s
[6, 7]. Several 2-nitroimidazole drugs are being tested for
their ability to detect tumor hypoxia via the known
ability of such drugs to undergo hypoxia-dependent
metabolism. This metabolism leads to the formation of
cellular covalent drug adducts at a rate which is maximal
in the absence of oxygen and which decreases as a
function of oxygen concentration [6, 29]. Drug adducts
must then be detected by various means in order to
make a biological assessment of hypoxia. A number of
detection strategies have been used, including invasive
and noninvasive radioactivity measurements [8, 22],
NMR/MRI [38], polyclonal antibodies [24, 39] and
monoclonal antibodies [33].
Several drugs were formulated by taking a given drug
with relatively known metabolic characteristics and
adding a detection moiety either covalently or through
chelation. Such additions were often unstable in vivo
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(e.g. dehalogenation in the liver [26]) leading to a separation of the marker from its detection moiety. The resulting independent biodistribution and metabolism of
markers and their detecting chemical group suggests the
need for further optimization of clinically useful agents.
Based on data from the sensitizer trials, lipophilic drugs
were most susceptible to nonoxygen-dependent gut and
liver metabolism and, in addition, caused toxicity at high
doses. Thus, most new drug development emphasized
highly polar compounds, especially for noninvasive
hypoxia assays [8, 55]. Polar compounds were expected
to be cleared rapidly by the renal system and to be excluded from nervous tissue (the site of probable toxicity).
Metabolism of the 2-nitroimidazoles is thought to
occur via multiple one-electron reduction steps (see reference 28 for review). The oxygen dependence of metabolism arises at the one-electron reduction stage where
the nitro-radical anion can either donate its unpaired
electron to oxygen, thus reversing the reduction process,
or undergo further reduction. Cellular adducts (predominantly to thiol residues) occur at the two (nitroso)
or four (hydroxylamine) electron reduction stage [34].
Despite the apparent similarity in mechanism for the
metabolism of various nitroimidazoles, the absolute rate
and kinetics of oxygen-dependent inhibition of metabolism dier markedly for various compounds. In addition, there can be substantial variations in metabolism
from one cell type to the next. This is an undesirable
property for the use of such markers as absolute indicators of tissue oxygenation [28]. For example, early
studies emphasized the metabolism of misonidazole.
In vitro, the absolute rate of binding, the kinetics of the
oxygen dependence of binding, and the in¯uence of
other redox-modulating drugs suggested that it would
not be possible to use misonidazole for quantitative
analysis of tissue oxygen levels [28]. In vivo, work often
focused on attempting to explain the distribution of high
binding in normal murine tissues, e.g. leading to the
suggestion that normal liver and esophagus were
severely hypoxic [9]. Pharmacological studies demonstrated the rapid breakdown of many 2-nitroimidazoles
(e.g. elimination of terminal methyl of misonidazole) by
mechanisms that could not be explained by hypoxia but
which involved `nonhypoxia-dependent' metabolism by
kidney, liver and gut (see reference 58 for review).
In 1981 a new 2-nitroimidazole (SR-2508, etanidazole) was introduced for use as a clinical hypoxic cell
radiosensitizer. This compound was designed, by virtue
Scheme 1

of its very high polarity, to have a relatively short
biological half-life and to be excluded from brain and
other nervous tissues, thus reducing the predominant
toxicity of such compounds ± peripheral neuropathy [3].
In fact, etanidazole is so polar that it preferentially
partitions outside cells in vitro [30]. In vivo, etanidazole
is much less neurotoxic than its predecessors, and is
excreted predominantly via the kidneys without other
metabolites [11]. As a hypoxia marker, etanidazole has
been found to be free of the problems previously associated with misonidazole and its derivatives [28]. Unfortunately, the high drug polarity leads to a relatively
low cellular uptake [30, 37] and there are no suitable
detecting moieties.
The unique stability of etanidazole in vivo can only
partly be explained on the basis of its rapid clearance.
We reasoned that another cause may be the speci®c
sidechain structure. Therefore, a new drug with a sidechain similar to that of etanidazole was synthesized for
the principle purpose of hypoxic cell detection (in cooperation with Drs. Mike Tracy and Robert Sutherland,
SRI International). Speci®cally, the terminus of etanidazole's sidechain was modi®ed by substituting the terminal ±CH2OH by ±CH2CF2CF3 (Scheme 1). This drug,
EF5 [2-(2-nitro-1-H-imidazol-1-yl)-N-(2,2,3,3,3-penta¯uoropropyl) acetamide], was rationally designed to
have the following properties:
1. C±F is the most stable chemical bond. Thus, EF5
should retain or surpass etanidazole's exceptional
stability in vivo.
2. Since C±F bonds do not occur naturally, EF5's ±
CF2CF3 terminus should provide an excellent hapten
for the development of monoclonal antibodies
(MAb) against the drug and its adducts.
3. The ±CF2CF3 terminus should make EF5 signi®cantly more lipophilic than etanidazole, allowing
uniform drug access to all tissues including brain in
vivo. Such access was deemed essential to the development of an assay system which could be used
independently of tissue type or location.
4. The enhanced lipophilicity of EF5 was expected to
increase its biological half-life.
5. The enhanced lipophilic character of EF5 was
expected to allow enhanced signal from hypoxia-dependent metabolism [28].
6. Fluorine atoms are paramagnetic, potentially allowing detection of EF5 metabolism by nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR).
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7. [ F]Fluorine is a positron emitter, potentially
allowing detection of EF5 metabolism by positron
emission tomography (PET).
8. The combination of items 3 and 4 was anticipated to
make EF5 more neurotoxic than etanidazole, since it
would have full access to the brain and nervous tissue. However, we intended EF5 to be used at much
lower drug exposures than was etanidazole (i.e. a
diagnostic rather than a therapeutic drug).
9. The high lipophilicity of EF5 was expected to substantially diminish the relative importance of kidney
clearance compared to etanidazole. Clearance in the
gut could cause imaging problems in this part of the
body.
Remarkably, all of the above predictions regarding
EF5's chemical and biological properties have been
con®rmed, with the exception of the two problematic
ones ± items 8 and 9 ± each of which could have interfered with the clinical development of this drug. In
humans, EF5 appears to be nontoxic at the doses used
in this study and is cleared predominantly by the kidney.
The results below detail phase I studies of the pharmacokinetics of EF5 in human cancer patients.

Materials and methods
Sample preparation
In our initial studies of plasma or whole blood pharmacokinetics in
rodent and other species [32] performed under non-GLP conditions, a simple acid precipitation of macromolecular species from
blood or plasma was used since EF5 is stable in 5% trichloroacetic
acid (TCA). Subsequent development [23a] resulted in a solid-phase
extraction procedure, with twofold higher sensitivity, using C18
SepPak columns. This method was validated in human plasma and
found to be linear with a detection limit of 7.5 pmol. As described
below, the simpler acid-precipitation method was also suitable for
quantitative recovery of EF5 from blood, and we have continued
with this method.
HPLC conditions
Ammonium acetate (100 mM, pH 4.6) was dissolved in a mixture
of 40% MeOH plus water and was continuously sparged with
helium. Solvent ¯ow at a rate of 1 ml/min was maintained by
a Waters 510 pump, through a cooled autosampler (Waters
712WISP) and then into an Alltima C18 column from Alltech
(4.6´250 mm, ID´length) with a guard column of the same material. The temperature was maintained at 30 C by a Waters temperature control module. Solvent ¯ow from the column was fed
into a Waters 490 four-channel spectrophotometer monitored by a
chart recorder (The Recorder Company, Houston, Tx.). EF5 eluted
at 11.20.5 min under the above conditions. The variation in retention time is accounted for by changes over the life of a column.
On any given run, the elution time of the EF5 drug peak was within
a few seconds (data not shown). The absorption peak for EF5 is in
the range 325±327 nm and the absorption coecient, using
recrystallized drug, was determined to be 7900/M/cm.
In the absence of a suitable standard incorporated into the acid,
we programmed the autosampler to make two standards (prepared
using authentic drug made by contractors for the NCI under GMP
conditions) for every four samples. All samples were prepared and/
or diluted by mass, with accuracy to 0.1%. Reproducibility of

standard peak heights was typically 0.5%. Sample volumes were
typically 75 ll.
The assay was validated by diluting EF5 into 5% TCA or fetal
calf serum, with storage at 4 C. The serum samples were then
individually diluted with an equal mass of 10% ice-cold TCA
(densities for both are almost the same) on day 1, 2 or 3 of
storage. After centrifugation to remove precipitated macromolecules, the sample supernatants were subjected to HPLC the same
day. Biological stability was tested by preparing similar dilutions
in fresh heparinized human blood. The ®rst set of dilutions was
prepared immediately (by adding an equal mass of 10% TCA)
while the remainder of each blood sample was stored (with agitation by a Thermolyne Varimix rocker) overnight at room temperature. A second set of dilutions was then prepared from the
stored blood.
Patient samples
Since the EF5 concentration in the i.v. injection ¯uid was only
9.9 mM and the infusion rate was limited to 350 ml/h, there was a
substantial range (because of patient mass and drug dose) in the
total infusion time (0.75 to >2.5 h). Because of the long plasma
half-life (see below) corrections for the infusion time were not
made. Therefore, the timing of sampling was de®ned with respect
to the start of the patient infusion: blood was drawn into heparinized tubes immediately before drug infusion, 1 h following the
completion of the infusion, 3±4 h later before the patient left the
hospital, during a visit the following day, and just preceding surgery on day 2. Some patients were unable to return to the hospital
for blood sampling the following day. A preinfusion urine sample
was followed by collection of total urine for the approximately 48 h
from infusion start until surgery.
Urine samples (volume estimated by mass) included the ®rst
while the patient remained at the hospital, then others in 8±12 h
increments until surgery. Since each urine sample represented the
time average of renal output, the `time' assigned to each urine
sample was calculated from the start of drug infusion to the
midpoint of the collection interval. Blood in original collection
tubes and 4-ml samples of urine were centrifuged at 300 g for
12 min. Each urine supernatant or plasma sample was stored at
4 C until it could be diluted in duplicate into 1.5-ml polypropylene
microcentrifuge tubes with an equal mass of 10% TCA. Pooled
acid plus sample was shaken, tubes stored for at least 30 min on
ice, then spun at maximum speed on a Fisher 59A microcentrifuge.
The clear supernatants were then added to 0.3-ml autosampler
tubes.
The duplicate dilutions of each plasma and urine sample were
analyzed in two independent HPLC runs, providing four separate
measurements of EF5 concentration for each patient sample. For
every four patient samples, a primary standard and a 4:1 dilution of
the primary standard were assessed. Two additional dilutions of the
primary standard (20:1, 100:1) were also included as samples. After
ensuring that recorder peak heights accurately re¯ected drug concentration (i.e. peak integration was not necessary ± see below)
peak heights were measured from the chart recorder output by
hand. Drug concentrations in the original samples were calculated
in a spreadsheet by comparing peak heights of sample to that of the
primary standard and allowing for the dilution.
The clinical trial was designed to escalate drug concentration
with six patients at each drug level. Since toxicities were not expected, based on preclinical studies in rats and dogs (unpublished
NCI data; 23a), the criteria for escalation were based on the
maximum expected binding signal for a given AUC [19]. The drug
levels planned were 9, 12, 16, 21 and 28 mg/kg. All toxicities were
monitored. Any two grade 3 or 4 toxicities would prevent going to
the next drug level or require a de-escalation. If toxicities were
found at the lowest planned drug level, de-escalation possibilities
were 6 and 4 mg/kg. The starting dose (9 mg/kg) was chosen to
provide an AUC roughly equivalent to that in former rodent
studies, while recognizing that EF5's metabolism by human tumor
cells was likely to be about threefold lower than that by rodent
tumor cells.
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Results
Actual HPLC output for drug standard, and control vs
drug-containing human plasma or urine showed no interfering peaks within 4 min of the peak for EF5
(Fig. 1). As can be seen from a series of standards made
in either physiological saline or calf serum, followed by
1:1 mixing with 10% TCA and analysis, the peak height
increased linearly with EF5 concentration and was
highly reproducible on a day-to-day basis (Fig. 2). The
detection limit was 0.2 lM for a 75-ll injection volume
(15 pmol). No changes in standard were observed when
stored for up to 2 months at 4 C in dim light (data not
shown). Similar linearity was observed for samples
prepared in whole blood or urine. EF5 (0.5 to 80 lM)
was also stable in blood for 16 h at room temperature
(data not shown).

Fig. 1 Representative HPLC
chromatograms for EF5 analysis. To allow easy visualization,
the four experimental traces are
each displaced (by 1 min and 25
peak height) from the standard
(foremost curve along the
x-axis) to create a three-dimensional eect. The order of the
four experimental curves is:
plasma, control; plasma, EF5treated; urine, control; urine,
treated. The tiny peak at the
expected EF5 elution for the
control plasma (11.3 min after
injection) was from trace
carryover of the standard from
the autoinjector ± in this case
1.0 mM (appropriate for urine
samples) rather than the normal
0.1 mM used for plasma
analysis

Fig. 2 Test of recovery of
EF5 from calf serum after acid
precipitation of samples and
HPLC analysis on days 1, 2 and
3 following initial drug dilutions. Below 1 lM, variability
occurs primarily due to detector
noise and/or recorder dead
space. The correlation
coecient of the straight line
through the points has an
r-value greater than 0.99

Since 2-nitroimidazoles with high lipophilicity had not
previously been administered to humans, it seemed important to obtain some preliminary information on the
possible drug retention time in humans before commencing the clinical trial. Thus in the tradition of the early
sensitizer trials [21], a small amount of drug was ingested
orally by one of the authors (C.K.). Urine was collected
for 2 days at roughly 4-h intervals and analyzed as
described above. Drug levels in urine decreased in an
approximately monoexponential fashion with a half-life
about 12 h, and about 40% was recovered in unaltered
form with no additional UV peaks (Fig. 3).
For the ®rst two patients, i.v. drug administration at
9 mg/kg gave similar fractional urine recoveries (42 and
44%) compared with the recovery from the much
smaller oral dose described above (Fig. 4). Since drug
delivery was slow and the number of blood samples
limited, the biodistribution phase of drug from plasma
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Fig. 3 Analysis of EF5 in urine
using the methods described
after a small oral dose (2 mg/
kg) by one of the investigators.
The y-axis scale has a dual
meaning: fractional urinary
recovery (diamonds,
dimensionless) and urine
concentration (squares, mM)

Fig. 4 Plasma and urine
pharmacokinetic decay of EF5
for the ®rst two patients of the
study treated with an EF5 dose
of 9 mg/kg. Each point
represents the average of four
determinations, with errors
much smaller than the points
as plotted (open symbols patient
1, closed symbols patient 2;
circles plasma concentration,
mM; squares urine
concentration, mM;
diamonds fractional urinary
recovery, dimensionless)

was not measured. At times greater than 1 h following
completion of drug administration, plasma decay was
found to be ®rst order, and after 4±6 h the curve describing urine concentration paralleled that of plasma
concentration (Fig. 4). Thus, a log-linear ®t of the line
describing plasma decay (ln[EF5] vs time) provided an
estimated equilibrium concentration at time zero (to
calculate volume of distribution) and plasma half-life.
Integration of this curve from time zero to the data point
taken at surgery (tissue sampling) provided the total
drug exposure (AUC, mMáh).
There was essentially no change in EF5's plasma halflife with drug dose (Fig. 5), and the average value of
11.72.6 h was not dierent from that calculated from
the urine decay of the small oral dose represented in
Fig. 3 (the outlier at >24 h was ignored in this average;
including it gives 12.13.5 h). Similarly, there was no
signi®cant change in drug plasma half-life with patient
gender or age (data not shown), although there was a

slight trend towards a positive correlation with the latter. Extrapolated equilibrium concentration at zero time
and AUC were proportional to injected dose (Fig. 6),
although there was some indication that AUC was more
variable at the two highest drug doses (21 and 28 mg/
kg). The initial drug concentration can be calculated by
taking the administered dose and assuming a volume
of distribution of 0.560.06 l/kg. The dose escalation
study was terminated at four patients for the highest
drug level (28 mg/kg) based upon an episode of increasing confusion in a patient with a large recurrent
glioblastoma multiforme and one unexplained episode
of grade 1 hypotension. The former was thought to be
explained by the large ¯uid volume.
There was no correlation between fractional urine
recovery, which varied from 0.17 to 0.71, and injected
dose (Fig. 7). There was also no correlation between
fractional urine recovery and plasma half-life or AUC
(data not shown). Expected toxicities from 2-nitroimi-
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Fig. 5 Summary of plasma
half-life for all patients studied
at administered doses of 9,
12,16, 21 and 28 mg/kg. Data
are summarized for 27 of the 28
patients

Fig. 6 a Variation in extrapolated initial plasma concentration with dose (all 28 patients)
(r=0.93, P<0.001). b Variation
in AUC with injected dose
(27 of 28 patients) (r=0.66,
P<0.001)
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dazoles (nausea, ¯ushing, rash, and peripheral or central
neuropathies) were not found.
A summary of all kinetic parameters, summarized for
all patients at each drug dose, is provided in Table 1.

Discussion
As indicated in the Introduction, there are only a few
examples of 2-nitroimidazoles designed speci®cally as
hypoxia-imaging agents. The expected properties of EF5
listed in the Introduction indicate the need for (1) biochemical stability, (2) consistent pharmacokinetics, (3)
lack of toxicity, (4) uniform biodistribution and (5)
consistent rate and oxygen dependence of metabolism.
These properties have been observed for EF5 (although
uniform biodistribution has not yet been proven in humans ± see below) and can be discussed in the context of
other nitroimidazoles (see Table 2). Although most of
the compounds listed in Table 2 were studied as therapeutic rather than diagnostic agents, most pharmacokinetic parameters (other than toxicity) were relatively
independent of total drug dose.
Drug stability is a critically important parameter in
translation of chemical and in vitro results to the animal
or clinical setting. Although a high percentage renal
clearance of parent drug is a good positive indicator of

in vivo drug stability the converse is not necessarily true
since the fraction of drug cleared and/or metabolized in
the gut can be unpredictable and highly species-speci®c.
While detailed HPLC data are not available for all
compounds shown in Table 1, EF5 is clearly among the
most stable of the 2-nitroimidazoles studied to date.
Despite its relatively high lipophilicity, EF5's renal
clearance is as high as the much more polar etanidazole
and desmethylmisonidazole. EF5 is extremely resistant
to chemical attack other than bioreduction of its nitro
group, the desired oxygen-dependent metabolism.
Its pharmacokinetic properties have been evaluated in
many species and, to date, we have seen no metabolites
which retain the nitro chromophore (absorbance at
326 nm) in blood, urine or tissues (e.g. see Fig. 1). In
rats and mice, similar experiments have been performed
with radioactive drug (label at 14C-2-position of the
nitroimidazole ring) with no evidence of labeled breakdown products [32].
Recently, we have achieved labeling of the sidechain
with 18F, both for EF5 [16] and a polar analog (EF1,
with only one ¯uorine atom on the terminal propyl
group of the sidechain) [18]. Both sidechain labels also
show complete stability in vivo (data not shown). In
addition, the synthesis procedure for 18F-labeled EF5
requires boiling the radiolabeled product in tri¯uoroacetic acid ± a condition which has no eect on the

Fig. 7 Lack of dependence of
fractional urine recovery on
injected dose (25 of 28 patients)

Table 1 Summary of pharmacokinetic parameters for individual
patient groups based on dose. Group sizes were one for the oral
dose, six for 9±21 mg/kg and four for 28 mg/kg. Fractional renal
clearance (CL) was not available for one patient from each of the
thee groups, and plasma clearance time was not available for one

patient. Overall CL was 0.370.14 and overall Vd was
0.560.08 l/kg. Overall plasma half-life was11.72.6 h or
12.13.5 h in the absence and presence (respectively) of one outlier
(24.3 h)

Dose
(mg/kg)

Route of
administration

Plasma
half-life (h)

Initial plasma
concentration (mM)

AUC
(mMáh)

Vd (l/kg)

CL

2
9
12
16
21
28

Oral
Injected
Injected
Injected
Injected
Injected

12
13.02.2
11.22.1
12.42.3
13.26.4
10.54.0

0.0520.009
0.0830.011
0.1000.011
0.1110.005
0.1640.024

0.890.22
1.250.26
1.660.31
2.071.11
2.330.96

0.590.11
0.490.06
0.550.06
0.630.03
0.570.09

0.40
0.340.09
0.360.21
0.390.16
0.410.13
0.350.05
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Table 2 Summary of toxicological and pharmacological properties
for a number of nitroimidazoles used for therapeutic and diagnostic use. The mean tolerated dose (MTD) for single (col 3) or
multiple (col 5) doses is normalized to a 70 kg patient with surface

area 1.8 square meter. The partition coecient (P) for pimonidazole applies to the neutral form of the drug; it is much lower for
the charged form

Drug

P

MTD
Single dose (g)

tl/2b (h)

MTD Multi
dose (g)

AUC
(mMáh)

Urine
(% parent)

References

Metronidazole
Nimorazole
Misonidazole
Desmethylmisonidazole
Pimonidazole
Etanidazole
EF5
Ku-2285

1.0
1.4
0.43
0.11
8
0.05
4.0
1.5

12
6
10
2
1.2
32
2.0a
12

7.9
3.5
9.3
4.9
5.8
5.5
11.6
ND

22´2.3
20´3
10´2
10´2
10´1.2
20´3
NA
25´2

77
>23
25
11
7.5
35
4a
ND

13±33
None
3.5±12.5
30±70
10±36
25±61
23±71
ND

48, 50
36, 49
14, 23, 45
10, 15, 47
38, 42, 43
11, 13, 41
This report
46

a

Toxicity was not found at the given dose, in contrast to other compounds listed

molecular structure of EF5. In noninvasive applications
of tissue hypoxia imaging it is extremely important that
the label stay associated with the drug. Thus, it has recently been demonstrated that ¯uoromisonidazole forms
multiple radioactive peaks in urine and only a relatively
small fraction of total drug is cleared renally [40]. Interestingly, these authors showed that a mono¯uorinated derivative of etanidazole is much more biologically
stable, con®rming our rationale for the importance of
sidechain structure.
Consistent pharmacokinetic properties of drugs used
for imaging hypoxia is essential since drug metabolism is
linearly related to drug exposure or AUC when other
modifying factors, e.g. tissue pO2, are equal. Drug halflife would be expected to increase with lipophilicity
(because of lowered renal excretion) and also with drug
stability in vivo [57] and indeed, the rank order of drug
plasma half-lives is roughly consistent with drug lipophilicity. This relationship is quite weak, however, with
an 80-fold increase in partition coecient (between
etanidazole and EF5) resulting in only a 2-fold increase
in plasma half-life. The half-lives of nimorazole and
pimonidazole are most discrepant in this regard.
Nimorazole has an unexpectedly short half-life in vivo
because of its failure to survive renal clearance (note that
urine recovery of parent drug is nil). We have been unable to ®nd the source of this drug instability in literature reports [36, 49]. Similarly, pimonidazole undergoes
a reversible oxidation of its sidechain, thereby reducing
the concentration of parent drug [54]. Furthermore, the
high lipid partition coecient listed for pimonidazole in
Table 1 is for its uncharged form. The sidechain of pimonidazole is a weak base so a portion of the circulating
drug is always in a charged, highly polar form which
should be cleared more rapidly [38, 42, 43]. EF5 has the
longest half-life of the nitroimidazoles tested in humans.
Despite EF5's lipophilic character, up to 70% of the
drug is cleared renally.
The initial plasma concentration of EF5 can be predicted accurately by drug dose (assuming a volume of
distribution of 0.56 l/kg), so AUC variation is caused
primarily by patient-to-patient variations in drug

half-life. EF5's plasma half-life, determined in the
present studies was, with the exception of one outlier,
11.72.6 h (SD). Variations in drug clearance rates
are common in patients with serious disease. The source
of these variations is under investigation but they do not
appear to be related to recovery of drug in urine, under
the limitations of patient compliance with total urine
collection. Variations in AUC may be accounted for by
obtaining a plasma concentration at the time of tissue
assay since plasma clearance was consistently ®rst order.
At 21 mg/kg, EF5 was well-tolerated and its initial
plasma concentration was 0.1110.005 mM (SD).
An alternative approach to obtaining a consistent
AUC in the face of a somewhat variable plasma half-life
is to use drug exposure times much less than the drug
half-life, where the AUC will be dominated by initial
drug concentration. This approach is being used by
investigators in Europe using another hypoxia-detecting
2-nitroimidazole, pimonidazole (B. van der Kogel,
personal communication). Tumor biopsy samples are
being taken from patients 2±3 h after drug administration. This procedure may be somewhat more convenient
for patients, but will substantially reduce the maximum
possible drug-adduct signal (related to AUC), especially
since (a) pimonidazole is being used at lower doses than
EF5 and (b) only about half of the drug is available for
binding due to metabolism of the sidechain in vivo [42,
54]. In the European trial, tissue sampling is being limited to tissue biopsies. For macroscopic surgical biopsies
(as obtained in the EF5 trial), the approach of using
short drug exposure times could lead to substantial
variability due to modi®cations in tissue blood ¯ow
caused by anesthesia and devitalization of the tumor
blood supply during surgical excision.
Toxicity from 2-nitroimidazoles, determined in the
sensitizer trials, has been typically characterized by peripheral or central neuropathy [12, 35, 51]). The concept
established by Bleehen, Workman and colleagues in
the1970s and 1980s is that nervous system toxicity is
related to total drug exposure (AUC) in this tissue [42].
Thus, most subsequent drug development has emphasized highly polar compounds which are excluded from
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nervous tissue. For a limited number of nitroimidazoles,
drug polarity has been also found to substantially enhance kidney clearance, as discussed above [56]. A partial reduction in the toxicities from nitroimidazoles can
be achieved by giving the total drug dose in small daily
increments. This is especially true for pimonidazole (a
2-nitroimidazole also being used to detect tissue hypoxia
[27]) which has been found to cause a unique syndrome
of central neuropathy at single doses exceeding 1 g/m2
[42]. Pimonidazole was the ®rst sensitizer with high
lipophilicity, presumably allowing central nervous system (CNS) access with the attendant CNS toxicity.
Because of its lipophilicity and long plasma half-life,
we expected EF5 to be a relatively toxic drug. Considering that pimonidazole has a twofold shorter half-life
than EF5, and that only half of the drug circulates in
unaltered form, we anticipated that CNS toxicity might
be observed for EF5 at lower doses than the 1 g/m2
found for pimonidazole. Counterbalancing this concern
was the complete lack of nervous (or any other) tissue
damage noted for EF5 in canine preclinical studies, even
at total drug exposures tenfold higher than the maximum predicted for the patient studies reported here
(unpublished data from IND application to the FDA).
The actual observations in this phase I study of EF5
showed none of the toxicities expected for 2-nitroimidazoles [19, 20]. The minor toxicities noted in the
Results were most likely related to the drug infusion
volume and no toxicities of any sort were noted at up to
21 mg/kg. Lack of toxicity is of critical importance for a
diagnostic drug. It is of interest that other ¯uorinated
2-nitroimidazoles being considered for therapeutic use
in Japan (e.g. Ku-2285) have also proven quite nontoxic
[46]. Accepting the nervous system access paradigm, one
would have expected that desmethylmisonidazole (a
polar metabolite of misonidazole) would have been very
nontoxic, since it is almost as polar as etanidazole. In
fact, based on AUC, desmethylmisonidazole is among
the most toxic sensitizers yet tested (exceeded only by
pimonidazole, see Table 2). Thus, we conclude that
central and peripheral neuropathy may depend primarily on drug properties, yet to be determined, other than
partitioning.
Uniform tissue access is dicult to assess in patients
in the absence of noninvasive imaging methods and/or
extensive normal and tumor tissue sampling. Although
we have not determined the uniformity of EF5's tissue
access in humans, previous results in rodent models [32],
coupled with the known drug stability and lipophilicity,
suggest uniform access of EF5 to all soft tissues. This is
certainly not true for some of the other 2-nitroimidazoles. For example, very polar compounds fail to partition evenly in tissues of varying composition. Thus,
tumor concentrations of etanidazole have been shown to
vary between 0% (brain tumors) and 250% of plasma
[13, 52]. Physical-chemical variations in drug properties
can also modify tissue distribution. For example, a
unique property of pimonidazole is the weakly basic
character of its sidechain, causing concentration in

acidic tissues. This property could be useful as a means
to enhance maximum signal in acidic tissues (which may
be also hypoxic) and has been suggested as a way to
improve therapeutic eciency [43]. However, this may
cause a substantial problem for quantitation of tissue
AUC, since plasma:tumor ratios for pimonidazole have
been shown to vary from less than 1 to 12 [42, 43, 44].
The extent to which such variations in tissue AUC will
aect absolute tumor binding levels is presently unknown, but we would predict a direct proportionality
between tissue drug concentration and rate of drug
metabolism.
In addition to the above-described properties, it is
obviously important that a hypoxia detector provide a
consistent signal with a dynamic range sucient to
detect a broad range of oxygen levels. At constant
oxygen concentration, we have shown that EF5 binding
is linearly related to drug exposure (i.e. integrated
concentration ´ time or AUC) [4] and the signal:noise
ratio in rodent cells exposed to 0.3 mMáh is about 100,
sucient to cover the entire physiological range [31]. In
all animal tumor models studied, the maximum signal
obtained in vivo has been found to be essentially the
same as that predicted for severely hypoxic cells exposed in vitro to the same drug exposure as measured
from the in vivo pharmacokinetics [4, 17, 25]. In the
patients of the presently described studies, we also addressed the potential variation in maximum EF5
binding rate for the various tumors studied [19, 20].
This was assessed by incubating small cube-shaped
pieces of tumor tissue under hypoxia with drug, conditions which should allow maximal drug binding to
occur. For the tumors investigated, we found that the
maximum binding rate varied by a factor of 2.5,
much smaller than the factor of about 100 which occurs
between aerobic and hypoxic tissue. Thus, it appears
possible that tissue pO2, as a continuous variable, could
be calculated from quantitative measures of EF5
binding with suitable knowledge of maximum binding
rates and drug exposure.
The objectives of the EF5 phase I study were to determine the pharmacokinetic properties of EF5 in human cancer patients in a dose escalation study in which
in situ binding of EF5 in patient tumor tissue was simultaneously evaluated. The results reported here show
that EF5 is chemically and biochemically stable in
humans, in agreement with previous studies in several
animal systems. Biodistribution studies in these animal
systems suggest that EF5 will have uniform access to all
tissues of interest, including brain, allowing studies of
tumor biology and normal tissue ischemia. EF5's pharmacokinetic properties in human cancer patients are
characterized by a consistent initial plasma concentration, proportional to administered dose and based on a
volume of distribution of about 0.56 l/kg. EF5 has a
consistent rate of maximal metabolism despite the broad
variation in tumor types studied to date. It is nontoxic at
concentrations adequate to determine tissue pO2 over
the whole physiological range. Thus, EF5's rational
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design has led to a drug which appears ideally suited as a
hypoxia marker.
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